
Bertolaso,
renowned worldwide 
as a leading provider of intelligent solutions 
for every need in the bottling industry.
We are leaders in designing, producing, 
and installing automatic systems to 
bottle still or sparkling wine, spirits, 
beer, fruit juices, water, and drinks.

In business since 1880 in Zimella, near 
Verona (Italy), through our “turnkey” 
systems we provide innovation and 
reliability to large and small producers 
around the world.



4 
1880 
company foundation 

1906 
first manual capper 

«Querida» 

1950 
first motorized capper 

1970 
filler in-synch with capper 

2000 
modular machine 
(block system) 
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2007 
filler for spirits 

2008 
hot filling machines 

2011 
Synchrobloc 

2015 
rotary inspection machine 



Close to producers 
around the world: 
international by 
tradition. 



Vast international 
experience 

85% 
exported production 



OUR VALUES 
what makes it happen 

Our Company in seven values. 



1. Innovation.



2. Flexibility.



3. Ambition.



4. Organization.



5. Humanity.



6. Passion.



7. Experience.



At Bertolaso we create the most advanced 
bottling systems.
Thanks to our experience and passion, we 
have been driving technical innovation in the 
sector for almost 150 years.

Every day we work in a more organised 
manner in order to be at our customers’ 
sides. 
We give them tailored solutions, along with 
attentive and timely service.

We look beyond the machines. We see a 
partner in bottling businesses: their peace of 
mind is our responsibility - Their growth 
reflects ours.

We challenge the market with ambition, 
standing out thanks 
to our competence and reliability. To 
manufacturers around the world we offer 
what we do best: bottling success.

The success
of our clients
is in every bottle 



Fields overview 

May, 2016 



Wine 

Still 
Sparkling 



Spirits 



Juices 



Craft beer 



Water



ITALY  : 
2015 
 
Customer  Fratelli MARTINI  

Technology CP Filler 

Size 56-88-12-12-10  Ø 3850 

Output  16,000 b/h ( still wine ) 
14,000 b/h ( 3 bar 16°C ) 

Status Running  





Rinsers, fillers, cappers, corkers,  
capsuling, 
complete bottling lines: 
we provide flexible products, 
and inflexible precision. 



There is no technology 
without creativity.

We focus our expert competence and 

unique experience on our clients’ 

particular needs. 



Assistance and service are the 
main pieces in our machines. 
In our clients we see partners: 
their peace of mind is our 
responsibility 



Virtual inspections. 
Remote support with Camera. 

The expert can be located 

everywhere. 



…while he gives support
to the customer. 
What it’s for: 

 Remote support on the plant

 Live video stream to let Bertolaso

operator to see what is going on on the 

plant in real time 

 Audio communication with the operator

 Hands free: the operator can operate on

the machine during support

 Wireless: the operator can walk freely all

around the plant



Bottle cleaning. 
Rinsing and/or blowing machines 

are used to remove dust and 

particles from the empty bottles 

prior to filling. 



Filling. 
Features: 

 Still and sparkling products

 Counterpressure filling system

 Mechanical valve opening



Elettra. 
 Features: 

 Carbonated and still wine

 No foam generation

 No wine CO2 and alcohol grade loss

 No nozzle dripping after bottles

filling operation 

 Elcetro pneumatic controlled 

machine



Gravity & Low 
Vacuum Filler. 

 Standard

 Pre-evacuation

 Gas-injection



Counter-pressure. 
 Standard mechanical

 Electro-pneumatic



Delta. 

Features: 

 VACUUM-GAS-VACUUM before

capping (still wine)

 Cork insertion depth adjustment

 Dust suction device

 CIP circuit

 Mushroom Cork

 Straight Cork

 Mushroom /Straight

 Compression jaws for quick release



Cappers. 
  Sigma

 Beta

 Kappa



Zetablock capsule applicator. 

Capsule magazine 
Tin rolling 
carousel 

Thermo 
retracting 
carousel Capsule dispencer 



Complete Bottling Lines. 
 The long experience in this market and 

the philosophy of a unique solution are 

synonimous of complete bottling line. 

For this reason integration of third party 

supply of labellers, dry part and conveyor 

has been consolidated to offer turn-key 

solution and global service support. 



Inspecta™ . 
 The new Inspecta™ machine performs 

accurate quality inspection of: 

lite and dark color bottles  

filled with either white or red wine  

detecting bottle faults, particles, glass 

fragments and insects presence  

high-speed vision technology controln 

high performance cameras with multiple 

lighting systems inspect each spinning 

container verification of cap positioning, 

glass/product color and overall bottle 

defects 
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